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This month's In the Loop features articles that lend perspective on the impact of new demand and food
access. A range of organizations across the food value chain are being forced to respond to
the enhanced transparency, environmentally sustainable production and healthier foods options
demanded by the Millennial generation. With the increasing demand for organic products and the
simultaneous advancement of alternative grow systems (aero, aqua and hydro), even federal government
advisory groups like the National Organic Standards Board are challenged with the very definition and
scope of organic in an evolving food system. In consumer goods alone, major U.S. food companies are
struggling to keep up with the rapidly shifting demand as they continue to lose market share. Big Food is
responding by embracing new venture activity as a critical growth strategy via acquisition and corporate
venture investing (CPG acquisitions in 2015 were more than 3x 2011 levels). At the other end of the value
chain, agriculture's impact on climate change from unsustainable farming practices positions the industry
as a key part of the solution set to alleviating and adapting to the changing climate. As we enter a new
technological age of food access, the growth and proliferation of meal kit delivery services is creating a
new channel that as the industry matures could serve a much broader base of customers including those
in food desert or underserved communities. We conclude this month's selection with one such
underserved demographic  migrant field workers in California  where the very population that supports
our food system suffers from dietrelated illnesses due to a lack of access to healthy and financially viable
food choices.
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Explore our selection of articles below for details on these recent developments and topics.
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Closed Loop Capital Portfolio Company News:
ZIPONGO
Zipongo Builds Out Its Digital Health and Wellness Platform
(Internet Health Management)

CONSERVIS
New Technologies That Might Find a Home on Your Farm
(Farm Futures)

MERCARIS
Got Organic? Neither Do We
(The Progressive Farmer)

BEYOND MEAT
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ZIPONGO
Zipongo Acquires FillMyFork to Expand Cooking, Grocery, Delivery and
Rewards Components of its Food Benefits Management Platform
(PR Newswire)

MERCARIS
U.S. Reaches New Record for Organic Farmland
(Specialty Food Association)

Check out open positions with CLC portfolio companies across North America here.

About Closed Loop Capital
Closed Loop Capital is an earlystage venture capital platform founded in 2010 that invests in
exceptional entrepreneurs leading ventures in agriculture technology and food system innovation in
the United States and Canada.
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